Existing Entrepreneurs will find new Directions in Management, Marketing, and Technology in the 2018 Conference Agenda.

Aspiring and Start-Up Entrepreneurs, Students (Coders to Be), and Partakers of Current Learning on what Makes an Economy Tick, and how a Rapidly Evolving Technology is the Secret of its Vitality — all should plan to join with Dialogue on Diversity’s Corps of Eager Learners in the 2018 Conference.

The new Educational Regimen for the age is telegraphed in the acronym STEM — Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics. To this has been added an A for the ARTS: STEAM — The best Science and the best Mathematics are the products of minds schooled with a true artistic sensibility!

Thus the title for the 2018 Conference: STEAM — Power for the XXI Century

Some highlights for this year’s agenda

➢ **Speed and Capacity, Giant Steps (5G) — The Innovative Science of IT**
➢ **Smart Cities and Smart Enterprises — IOT and IIOT: The New World of the Internet of Things**
➢ **The Skills of Coding — Recognition for Students and their Mentors**
➢ **How the Small Entrepreneur Can Sell by Internet and Social Media**
➢ **The Classic Skills: Business Plans, Employee Privacy, Sources of Capital**
➢ **The Marketing Task: Minority Suppliers, Government Contracting**